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Mega photo pro free ios

The most fun you can have with your photos - Mega Photo Pro is a cheerful app that brings your photos and videos to life. (Formerly Mega Photo Booth Pro) NOTE: If you already have a free version of Mega Photo Booth, and have paid for the upgrade, you don't need this app! You've all had the same effects. Explore the 3D maze of your
photos or play games with them! Twist, morph, pinch, and warp your photos and videos into outrageous designs! There are over 1000 effects to choose from and you can see them all in real time. You can take videos with effects too! You can pause recording to switch effects in the middle of a video. Create a music video by selecting a
soundtrack from the music library! Games include: brick breaker, ninja slicer, three-in-a-row swap, aliens, snake, tile puzzle, and circular tile puzzle. Effects include: maze, engraving, cube puzzle, gem, bouncy ball, glasses, TV, pachinko, flag waving, sketch, tunnel, mosaic, puzzle, shift shade, motion blur, tile, relief, rotating cube, x-ray,
collage, night vision, halftone, light tunnel and many more. There are also 40 vintage camera effects for a retro feel. Many effects are improved compared to the free version, such as the thermal camera effect, which has 8 added variants to try. So not only do you get 13 pages of effects, but you get even more effects within the effects!
Mega Photo Pro changes your photos and videos with amazing effects you won't find in other photo apps. It's the most fun you can have with your photos! TRANSFORM YOUR PHOTOS IN AMAZING WAYS Mega Photo Pro makes your photos and videos as unique as you are. More than 1000 effects are displayed to you in real time.
You can play tile puzzles with live camera feed, walk through the wormhole tunnel, view the rotating globe, and much more! The app can switch from front to rear camera at the touch of a button. You can use a live camera or a picture or video - just choose your favorite picture or video from the library or hold a new one. Many photo effects
are interactive, so you can customize them before you take a picture or video. Tap and drag, zoom in with two fingers, turn, and more so you can create them yourself. SHARE FUN WITH FRIENDS Photos are more fun with your friends, and Mega Photo Pro makes it easier. Share your crazy and funny photos (like you as the Mona Lisa!)
easily. Just tap the email of your photo or post on Facebook or Twitter. Are your friends around? Pokout a photo with all of you using a useful timer. Set the timer for up to 30 seconds so all your friends can get into the picture. Don't forget to choose your favorite photo transformation to amaze your friends. INCREDIBLE PHOTO EFFECTS
Features of Mega Photo Pro include: * Transform your photos: Distort, pinch and change the colors of photos and videos * 1000 + effects: Apply effects eyes on your images with just a tap of your finger * Interactive effects: View and change photo effects in real time * * with friends: Easily post your photos on Facebook or Twitter and email
friends and family. Are you ready to turn your photos into outrageous ways? Try the Mega Photo Pro app! NOTE: For Mega Photo Pro to work, you'll need a camera, so the iPad 1 isn't supported. The application is designed for devices with front camera, but also works with rear cameras (like 3GS). Open the Mac App Store to buy and
download apps. Mega Photo is #1 a new application to transform your photos and videos into fun and inspiring masterpieces with 800+ free effects! Twist, morph, pinch, and warp your photos into outrageous designs! You can even rotate your pictures in 3D. There are over 800 free effects to choose from and you can see them all in real
time. You can take videos with effects too! You can pause recording to switch effects in the middle of a video. Create a music video by selecting a soundtrack from the music library! Effects include: tunnel, mosaic, puzzle, hue shift, motion blur, tile, relief, rotating cube, X-ray, collage, night vision, halftone, light tunnel and many more. There
are also 40 vintage camera effects for a retro feel. Mega Photo changes your photos and videos with amazing effects you won't find in other photo apps. It's the most fun you can have with your photos!** TRANSFORM your photos in amazing ways ** Mega Photo makes your photos and videos as unique as you are. You'll see more than
800 free effects in real time. You can play tile puzzles with live camera feed, walk through the wormhole tunnel, view the rotating globe, and much more! The app can switch from front to rear camera at the touch of a button. You can use a live camera or still image - just select your favorite picture from the library or hold a new picture.
Many photo effects are interactive, so you can customize them before you take a picture or video. Tap and drag, zoom with two fingers, rotate, and more to make it your own.** share fun with friends ** Photos are more fun with your friends, and Mega Photo makes it easier. Share your crazy and funny photos (like you as the Mona Lisa!)
easily. Just tap the email of your photo or post on Facebook or Twitter.Are your friends nearby? Pokout a photo with all of you using a useful timer. Set the timer for up to 30 seconds so all your friends can get into the picture. Don't forget to choose your favorite photo transformation, to amaze your friends.** APPS FEATURES **•
Transform your photos - Distort, grip and change the colors of photos and videos• 800+ free effects - Apply effects that will bind you with just a tap of your finger• Interactive adjustable filters - View and change your photo effects in real time• Share with friends – You can easily post your photos on Facebook or Twitter and email friends and
Use existing photos - Take a new photo or use your existing photos on your camera. • Play games - Take photos and play classic arcade games with photos.• Take Video - Mega Photos can be for video too with effects that would make Michael Bay jealous.• Add music to videos – Add music to your videos and become the next Justin
Bieber with Mega Photo... or not. November 7, 2017 Version 3.2.7 MegaPhoto is a really, really great app! There are lots of really fun effects to choose from.  Some effects, though, change so quickly and can't be slowed down (at least I haven't found a way). IT'S REALLY DIFFICULT TO CREATIVELY TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
EFFECTS THAT CHANGE REALLY QUICKLY. It's hard to get the photo you want! I love MegaPhoto, but the problem I just mentioned is losing a star for me. SLOW DOWN THE CHANGES, PLEASE! Some effects let you control changes by tapping the screen. You are usable. Stye still, thanks for being a really FUN APP! I've always
loved this app. Whenever I was small (around the age of 6) my aunt had an app similar to this on her iPad and I loved that I went home later that day looking for this particular app, but then I found this app and this one is 10x better than anything I've used. Needless to say, I have loved this game for almost 7 years. It's a great game for al
ages with a great range of filters, whether you feel goofy, playful, or just cute this game is definitely for you! A really useful video editing app with interesting effects. I really use core 6 for different things. You are able to layer effects, but you can't edit sounds/add soundtracks, but you can easily save them to camera roll and use another
app. 4 stars because I wish I had more useful effects/options or more effects were available for use. The developer Falstad.com, did not provide Apple with details about its privacy and data handling practices. The developer will need to provide privacy details when submitting the next app update. Developer Website App Support by Ed
Marrero on 2021/01/24 16:19 I like it better when exported to PNG. Can it make it export to PNG? maxj530 on 2021/01/10 20:19 For a red and black filter with an edge around it the other person's head to get rid of this Judehank head on 2020/11/19 16:55 I have had this app for quite a long time, I have only used it once in the last six
months. I don't know why. Now they are used all the time. It's fantastic. by Elijah Redden on 2020/10/26 21:53 What  waste of my money and sound changer sound buzzing north revere on 2020/06/24 02:44 This app was good when it worked. The developer needs to update for the latest iOS. Since they haven't had an update in more
than two years, I'm not holding my breath. What a waste of money. The main problem is that the application does. It seems that in my settings as it is installed it I can not grant access to the camera or photos. by Ellenberger Baby on 2020/06/22 02:09 I wouldn't recommend a stupid app, which probably sends facial data to company.com
zamiroihsjdjhxd on 2020/06/09 21:22 It's a good app from IMDonzoh on 2019/12/12 20:01 My favorite and it doesn't load. by StrandedArtist StrandedArtist 2019/11/27 01:57 Could you please offer some kind of Liquid Fluid event; or Swirling Action? Could you offer some different sillouettes types of filters and colors on the last filter in the
filter categories? Could you please offer some fingers drawing interaction? You could move the black hole from the center of the piece; say, as in the corner or something; or get to where we can move it to the desired position? At least we could trim part of the design for use. Could you offer a star to David? Could you offer some straight
lines and different patterns on kaleidoscope filters instead of triangles? Otherwise a great app!!!! Thanks by the way, I can not seem that the post on Megaphoto in Fb. gbal12 on 2019/08/18 13:55 Application is very good, but I would like to see names for all effects. from Wurmwood to 2019/06/04 03:00 I love it, but if I can offer a few
suggestions it would be great if we could swipe left and right to go for the next effect instead of having to skip the whole page and click on the next one. I'm also a big fan of cartoon and painting effects, so I'd like to see more of them. See ToonCamera for some good examples. Tangled effects are pretty good, too. Otherwise, MegaPhoto is
tip-top.  IrmaIsabella444 on 2019/01/11 07:01 I never write reviews! But this app is so damn cool. No more photo apps out there! I tell all my friends and family who unanimously agreed that this is the best thing since sliced bread. Great job guys. I have it on my Android and iPhone. from BAR112 to 2018/12/20 06:45 OPENING
TRACKS IN SELFIE MODE!! You have to swipe for a minute trying to get into the settings to switch to open the camera roll photo. Infuriate! I begged the developer and he will not listen! An infinite number of effects (still and moving) and you can also layer them. The best way to create amazing optical illusions, creative art, or just play
games! by Nyricanangel38 to 2017/12/06 15:14 After payment for release can &amp;amp; #39;t be used on my iPad 2 regular and my mini iPad please update this I have sent numerous emails and no reply as yet very disappointed after paying now its useless please check it out Emmanuel❤️❤️ on 2017/11/12 02:22 I updated megaphoto
and some new effects are now available! I'm here to show you my new effects, so go to MegaPhoto and check out my new effects!!! by Jonesy_sf on 2017/10/22 00:31 I have yet to find an application that compares to MegaPhoto ... there's so many effects to choose from and they're often adding new ones that makes it interesting and
keeps me coming back for more. Keep up the good work megaphoto! A ++ from Alzrka on 2017/08/22 22:22 I bought this program, but it does not work well as a free application. I want to fix it because I like it. I have the right to fix this program Dj. Levi kruger on 2017/08/11 07:39 This really phycodelic reality, in real time, always works
never frozen if you don &amp;amp; #39 t have this pak I &amp;amp; #39; m sorry Bekah Anderson na 2017/08/04 2017/08/04 Supppper fun it&amp;#39;s worth getting the full version and playing with Gianna Sartorius on 2017/06/21 15:32 Helping me create fun and unique adjustments to Steelerscougars on 2017/04/01 18:23 I use it
every day, helping me to be more created with my photos! by KoolEdwin on 2017/03/25 14:18 Love ❤️ by MiMi Ni on 2017/03/11 04:20 I use this app a lot. 6 effects are missing. Every time I get upgrade effects disappear. I had them all... I????? according to Resurrection recovery agency on 2017/03/02 11:14 I am in a recording group that
has generated a lot of original content in the last seven years. Thanks to this app, I was able to create more music videos. by Madison_showalter 2016/12/26 04:34 I love this game so much!!! I would like to choose this application for funny edits or photoshops! So amazing!!!  YOU CONTINUE TO DO GREAT WORK!!!! 
deepspacer on 2016/09/20 18:50 Of course due to the new IOS, but fix it. No sound when trying to edit video / fx ... from Daddy's Daughter on 2016/09/13 23:23 This is an amazing app. But it must have backup settings if photos don &amp;amp; #39, t lose. from #flawless  on 2016/09/06 23:02 Only one day ago I learned about this
app from my Instagram friends, downloaded it and immediately fell in love. Now that I &amp;amp; #39; I bought the full version, I &amp;amp; #39, M very very excited to use it (I do AMVs). Keep up the amazing work  developers koolkatgm44 on 2016/06/16 11:19 I like this app a lot, but they should include where it makes
waves/wrinkles instead of more have one of only one wave matthew caulk on 201 6/06/09 18:14 Great different kinds of AQUASALT on 2016/05/22 01:28 My friend showed me this app but swore to me he was silent about it because it #39; I agree! People always want to know how I made all these trippy video clipz! Let it be weird,
Megaphoto. Keep. It's weird. by Mississippigurl on 2016/05/14 07:10 The only app I found to import my music videos. Love this app! by GrannyPlays on 2016/05/11 01:23 A number of digital artists I know use this program to create an additional look for their work. This app is very powerful and creates literally hundreds of looks. The
results can be used as they are, or serve as inspiration for further work. I have a request for another effect. There is no current application for creating &amp;#34;rapports&amp;#34; which is the textile industry&amp;#39;s word for seamless repeating tiles. There is already an effect that can achieve what is needed with a slight adjustment.
If #299 use only four pieces - four quadrants of the image - leaving a narrow empty area down and across the center, then it would be possible for artists to rebuilt the tiles to create seamless tiles. Do this and advertise capabilities and you will sell thousands of other applications! by Snowflakefixk8t on 2016/03/26 06:57 #39.t use other
photo apps. This one almost makes them all. Almost....... From on 2016/03/22 07:27 the magic is in the hassy. disciply. there are several filters that are gems, others could benefit from the update. adding more variety and combinations for layering filters would be a big plus. simple and intuitive. great for a laugh! by Blergeb on 2016/03/08
20:47 This is by far the best photo app I use. The interface is easy to navigate, the effects are unique/clean, and the possibilities are really endless. In addition, the application is reliable and rarely works properly, if at all. Definitely worth downloading! from Create Nickname 918273645 to 2016/02/24 00:35 A very fun app for discussing and
for serious pictures. The only problem is that you need to update with multiple filters, both funny and artistic. problemchild 19642012 on 2016/02/06 18:14 Once you picture it&amp;#39;s don't move you anymore it&amp;#39;s still, and that&amp;#39 is the whole point of this.u don&amp;#39&amp;t get to see the cool effects after u take
pic.&amp;amp;amp; u should. by Ibblesd on 2016/01/21 19:38 I have an iPhone 6plus 128GB and use LOTTT applications. I take a lot of photos and make videos. This is by far my favorite of all photo/video apps. I&amp;#39 is looking forward to other options to choose from. Keep up the good work and please don &amp;amp; #39, t
change what you #39 is not broken. ✌  Suusverus on 2016/01/09 22:10 First let me say that I usually do not write a review or even download apps. But I have to say that this app is hands down the best photo effect app. Simply apply and countless effects instantly. The layout from the application is directly forward and
#39, you see all the effects without having to choose. The free version does not have all the effects to unlock. But for $1.99 you can unlock everything and no ads.once bought it will convert to any phone you use and tablets thrown by the App Store. It#39, it's your app for life. Let me repeat, no ads! I don't buy any other apps and I don't
approve or advise anyone who pays for apps. I'm against it. But this app is one I can and would actually let my family download and that includes grandparents. from bruhhangelina on 2016/01/03 11:42 I just bought it and it doesn&amp;#39;t Give me all the effects of its as well as the free version of  DON&amp;#39; T
RECOMMEND mija19 2015/11/06 10:24 I need to have this amazing  app from Tinkynyc on 2015/10/07 19:12 It would be very nice if it worked! from Crystalah62 to 2015/10/07 11:02 I like this ❤️❤️ T  on 2015/10/04 00:16 I&amp;#39;ve loved mega photos, no doubt about it, but now it keeps crashing &amp;amp; I
can&amp;#39&amp;t see the new version! Please correct! from Soto26 to 2015/09/08 00:16 when recording video drops images and does not look good. the effects are amazing, but the result beats the purpose, even if it is ruthieee  on 2015/07/07 15:03 Can you please add an effect where we can mask transitions and overlays like a
video star ? Please add transitions and masking tools  Ghcsrgaektwhkogxxbhaqrkolvd on 2015/07/06 20:09 Keeps frezeing not loading 16:09 This app is great everyone should own. from Stuidio 12345 to 2015/06/07 06:13 This app is one of the best for iPhone/iPod! Love all the
effects. Fun for all ages. by Poole11 on 2015/05/14 00:47 I personally love the app. Great effects at a low price! I think that if you mess up on stage, you should be able to remove that last scene and go to the next part of the video. That would be a big advantage for Mega Photo™ company. I think more people would be willing to purchase
an app with this update. I really hope you'll consider it! from phe  on 2015/04/28 00:12 You can create another app with more fx or add more to the app please! by Joseph121312131213 on 2015/04/13 23:05 This is the best app. Also this &amp;amp; #39, it's the best photo app I have. Thanks to AllConsumer96 on 2015/03/25
06:03 I use it all the time super useful and many effects to choose from :D D I &amp;amp; #39;m surprised that it is not #39;t more popular. by XenoSorcerer on 2015/03/22 02:54 It&amp;#39;is a great app order selfies datswagegerjagger on 2015/03/01 18:05 Sweg is this game bruh from Dragon Hunter174 to 2015/02/12 22:02 I like
dylansgirlx on 2015/02/10 01:45 Necessary! Tons of filters and effects. Endless fun. by Pitbullrosie on 2015/02/07 14:52 Best Photo Effects Ever. Very entertaining. Love it by having a Queen_ate meal on 2015/01/09 21:35 Amazing great for all things fun or something cool to make after leirbag28 on 2014/12/17 06:21 This is a highly
underrated and unknown app.... i &amp;amp; #39, I'm glad they changed the icon #39, t really tell you what it is.... but not even a new icon...... I think they need some psychadelic looking but not iOS7 looking (too flat and limits creativity) one way or another.... if you could get only one application that does all the effects ... Take this... Trust
me! Ive downloaded many ..... the second would be a videostar. The only negative is that the recording quality destroys the effects on some videos on iPad 2 running iOS6.1.3, they should improve the quality of iPad 2 and iOS devices with similar specifications. from jackyzred to 2014/12/12 22:27 Won&amp;#39;t save videos to my
camera roll.. Please fix it Haleyyyyyyyy! on 2014/11/19 01:31 So many amazing effects!!! I think you should totally get this app! I love it so much! I agree with the person above me  Hacking_Babe on 2014/11/11 14:44 I try a ton of photo apps and this is the best Supersun8 on 2014/10/16 14:13 This app is excellent! I don
&amp;amp; #39 t even care that it costs $2.99. My sister and I get with the videos together and shows them to friends and family. The effects are amazing and I also enjoy making music videos with Mega Photo. If you have already purchased this #39, do so immediately! by Dickbag0275940 on 2014/10/09 03:15 So many fun features and
filters! My daughters absolute favorite app! by potkinss on 2014/09/05 22:38 do not know what to write. its just cool and works easily. effects are what ive been looking for. by Dslyn331 on 2014/09/01 17:53 17:53 love this app!!! It is without a doubt one of the best! This brought my family, friends and I great joy and fun! Thanks! by Brandon
fave on 2014/08/29 01:15 Can you please add the option to select a color to change on any photo/video on the device? from EX_EX_EX 2014/08/28 07:49 Seriously endless possibilities with this application. Red squirrels loves burgers on 2014/08/18 15:01 This is the best camera app ever to be bought!!!!! by Drum_Thugger on
2014/07/17 17:27 This app is not &amp;#39;not only for pictures, it&amp;#39;is a great app to own. from rasistapanda101 to 2014/06/28 22:56 omg it's a great app. has so many different filter options. definitely worth the money! by GOOGAP33 on 2014/06/14 22:01 This is a great fun app from Larry Daddy Gamm on 2014/05/29 03:45
Exelent recommends for utubers by 8Celine8 on 2014/05/03 06:40 Get it it &amp;amp; #39's so worth it &amp;#39, it's a great mix of photos and some of your favorite games  L-MO'z WORLD on 2014/04/26 14:58 was my favorite of all my mine friends before the 3 yeas ain&amp;amp; #39; nothing but endless Fun it's #1
Wrestlemania2011 on 2014/04/21 13:36 This app took $3.25 from my account! Because I went to restore the app and now they took the money instead labor mat on 2014/04/19 13:44 This app is awsome it affects everything, what one can imagine I love this app sassygirls on.2014/04/17 13:19 Lots of fun great fx from JSebranek04 to
2014/02/22 03:57 This is absolutely worth the money!!!!! from dcrabtree57 to 2014/02/20 14:01 Amazing app that has so many great video effects that other video apps would never even think. So many great ideas! by Kaita Kittycat on 2014/02/04 23:51 Didn&amp;#39;t Waste Money Paulbb1984 on 2014/01/21 04:19 This app is so damn
cool, the visuals diverse and amazing. Love that you can run movie clips and snap photos capture new art from the old. Many of the effects look so tripped up, it &amp;#39 is a pleasure to enjoy without having to contend with the messy rest of your mind changing substances. Overall nice work... jamie yuta hunting on 2013/12/22 02:16 So



I think that the app was so good that I would have bought it 3 times gorilla Adeles on 2013/11/29 16:07 I got this app and it didn't show up on my home screen when it was downloaded by Harry12467833 on 2013/11/20 08:39 This is a very good game. I use it like every day and when I use it every friend of mine always laughs I love this
app and I would never replace it. from @victoria2470 on 2013/11/11 17:55 It works great Slintagz on 2013/08/06 06:11 if you like taking pictures and having fun with it then this is the app for you ... Its defiantly worth it.... = D by Idoctcareanoutthenickname on 2013/07/25 17:13 This app hasn&amp;#39;t worked. I bought it for $2.99 and
every time I try to open it just ends up and goes back to the home screen. I used it before, but it started on me. I'm tired of #39. make it work! Fix it. by Korg Kat on 2013/07/23 06:09 This app is very very It's a lot of fun I just love. from sofieiw on 2013/07/23 02:55 I love this K-fluff on 2013/07/06 01:22 I like to fool around with photo booths
and classic mini games. It has both and outscess the other photo booths. Great job. by Shoppinspree on 2013/06/08 18:04 This app is good if you are bored and so have nothing to do. It also has great effects. from Jaden can color on 2013/05/31 19:05 This app is great for all ages Roxas theNobody on 2013/05/23 02:12 Although I have a
lot of fun doing profile photos with all the shaders and overlays available, I feel like there could be more. by Laurent70 on 2013/05/06 03:37 Love this app! by Funsearcher on 2013/03/26 04:10 This is a very intertaining app. That's great! I could play with him all day it #39 is so much fun! from Natasha200 to 2013/03/25 20:37 Why
introduce an update that should not be used due to an error? This latest update must be deleted or corrected immediately. Many of us have many apps that update on an almost daily basis. By chance, we can hit &amp;amp; #34; update all &amp;#34;- big problem! Prior to this latest glitch, this app was absolutely amazing. Please let's fix
this!!!!!!!! from Wurmwood to 2019/06/04 03:00 I love it, but if I can offer a few suggestions it would be great if we could swipe left and right to go for the next effect instead of having to skip the whole page and click on the next one. I'm also a big fan of cartoon and painting effects, so I'd like to see more of them. See ToonCamera for some
good examples. Tangled effects are pretty good, too. Otherwise, MegaPhoto is tip-top.  StrandedArtist on 2019/11/27 01:57 Could you please offer some kind of Liquid Fluid event; or Swirling Action? Could you offer some different sillouettes types of filters and colors on the last filter in the filter categories? Could you please offer some
fingers drawing interaction? You could move the black hole from the center of the piece; say, as in the corner or something; or get to where we can move it to the desired position? At least we could trim part of the design for use. Could you offer a star to David? Could you offer some straight lines and different patterns on kaleidoscope
filters instead of triangles? Otherwise a great app!!!! Thanks by the way, I can not seem to post on Megaphoto in Fb. by BAR112 on 2018/12/20 06:45 STOP opening in Selfie mode! You have to swipe for a minute trying to get into the settings to switch to open the camera roll photo. Infuriate! I begged the developer and he will not listen!
An infinite number of effects (still and moving) and you can also layer them. The best way to create amazing optical illusions, creative art, or just play games! by Jonesy_sf on 2017/10/22 00:31 I have yet to find an application that compares to MegaPhoto ... there's so many effects to choose from and they're often adding new ones that
makes it interesting and keeps me coming back for more. Keep up the good work megaphoto! A++ by Emmanuel❤️❤️ on 02:22 I updated MegaPhoto and some new effects are now available! I'm here to show you my new effects, so go to MegaPhoto and check out my new effects!!! from Judehank to 2020/11/19 16:55 I have had this app
for quite a long time, I have only used it once in the last six months. I don't know why. Now they are used all the time. It's fantastic. by Severe revere on 2020/06/24 02:44 This app was good when it worked. The developer needs to update for the latest iOS. Since they haven't had an update in more than two years, I'm not holding my
breath. What a waste of money. The main problem is that the application does. It seems that in my settings as it is installed it I can not grant access to the camera or photos. by Ed Marrero on 2021/01/24 16:19 I like it better when exported to PNG. Can it make it export to PNG? by Nyricanangel38 to 2017/12/06 15:14 After payment for
release can &amp;amp; #39;t be used on my iPad 2 regular and my mini iPad please update it I sent numerous emails and no reply as still very disappointed after paying now its useless, please look into it gbal12 on 2019/08/18 13:55 The application is very good but I would like to see names for all the effects. maxj530 on 2021/01/10
20:19 For a red-black filter with the edge around it other persons head, how to get rid of this head zamiroihsjdjhxd on 2020/06/09 21:22 It's a good application from IMDonzoh on 2019/12/12 20:01 My favorite application and does not load. by Elijah Redden on 2020/10/26 21:53 What  waste of money and sound changer sound buzzing
grannyPlays on 2016/05/11 01:23 A number of digital artists know to use this program to create another look for their work. This app is very powerful and creates literally hundreds of looks. The results can be used as they are, or serve as inspiration for further work. I have a request for another effect. There is no current application for
creating &amp;#34;rapports&amp;#34; which is the textile industry&amp;#39;s word for seamless repeating tiles. There is already an effect that can achieve what is needed with a slight adjustment. If #299 use only four pieces - four quadrants of the image - leaving a narrow empty area down and across the center, then it would be
possible for artists to rebuilt the tiles to create seamless tiles. Do this and advertise capabilities and you will sell thousands of other applications! by Sigmaclef on 2012/08/24 00:44 I have many photo and video applications. He gets the most use and inspires creativity with his endless variations. Whether you're shooting video or photos
through special effects filters, the results are inspiring, beautiful, and truly amazing. It couldn't have been easier#39.t. I'm not given to writing reviews, but publishers need to know that they have created a monster app that devours less worthy apps. Hold on to your socks, buddy. from Supersun8 to 2014/10/16 14:13 This app is excellent! I
don &amp;amp; #39,t even care that it costs 2.99 My sister and I enjoy the video together and and friends and family. The effects are amazing and I also enjoy making music videos with Mega Photo. If you have already purchased this #39, do so immediately! from v.r.ocks to 2012/11/18 07:01 If the settings could go in, for when taking
video they could set the camera to go through random or selected effects at preset time intervals during recording. Other than that, great job, it &amp;amp; #39, it's a wonderful app well worth $1.99. Keep it up, boys :) by Poole11 on 2015/05/14 00:47 I personally love the app. Great effects at a low price! I think that if you mess up on
stage, you should be able to remove that last scene and go to the next part of the video. That would be a big advantage for Mega Photo™ company. I think more people would be willing to purchase an app with this update. I really hope you'll consider it! by Ibblesd on 2016/01/21 19:38 I have an iPhone 6plus 128GB and use LOTTT
applications. I take a lot of photos and make videos. This is by far my favorite of all photo/video apps. I&amp;#39 is looking forward to other options to choose from. Keep up the good work and please don &amp;amp; #39, t change what you #39 is not broken. ✌  blergeb on 2016/03/08 20:47 This is by far the best
photo app I use. The interface is easy to navigate, the effects are unique/clean, and the possibilities are really endless. In addition, the application is reliable and rarely works properly, if at all. Definitely worth downloading! from #flawless  on 2016/09/06 23:02 Only one day ago I learned about this app from my Instagram friends,
downloaded it and immediately fell in love. Now that I &amp;amp; #39; I bought the full version, I &amp;amp; #39, M very very excited to use it (I do AMVs). Continue the amazing work of  Paulbb1984 on 2014/01/21 04:19 This app is so damn cool, visuals diverse and awesome. Love that you can run movie clips and snap photos
capture new art from the old. Many of the effects look so tripped up, it &amp;#39 is a pleasure to enjoy without having to contend with the messy rest of your mind changing substances. Overall nice work... according to Resurrection recovery agency on 2017/03/02 11:14 I am in a recording group that has generated a lot of original content
in the last seven years. Thanks to this app, I was able to create more music videos. from Create Nickname 918273645 to 2016/02/24 00:35 A very fun app for discussing and for serious pictures. The only problem is that you need to update with multiple filters, both funny and artistic. from Cassie36 to 2012/09/04 16:21 I have hundreds of
cameras and editing applications, but I still found some very original filters in this selection. Fun and creative. It works very well and intuitively designed. Great app! from T  to 2015/10/04 00:16 I&amp;#39;ve always loved mega photography, no doubt about it, but now it keeps crashing &amp;amp; I can&amp;#39;t see the new version!
Please correct! by dcrabtree57 on 2014/02/20 14:01 Amazing app, it has so many great video effects that other video apps would never even think. So cool cool from AQUASALT on 2016/05/22 01:28 My friend showed me this app but swore to me he was silent about it because it #39 so good. I agree! People always want to know how I
made all these trippy video clipz! Let it be weird, Megaphoto. Keep. It's weird. problemchild 19642012 on 2016/02/06 18:14 Once you picture it&amp;#39;s don't move you anymore it&amp;#39;s still, and that&amp;#39 is the whole point of this.u don&amp;#39&amp;t get to see the cool effects after u take pic.&amp;amp;amp; u should.
from Natasha200 to 2013/03/25 20:37 Why introduce an update that should not be used due to an error? This latest update must be deleted or corrected immediately. Many of us have many apps that update on an almost daily basis. By chance, we can hit &amp;amp; #34; update all &amp;#34;- big problem! Prior to this latest glitch, this
app was absolutely amazing. Please let's fix this!!!!!!!! from Daddy's Daughter on 2016/09/13 23:23 This is an amazing app. But it must have backup settings if photos don &amp;amp; #39, t lose. by Dj. Levi kruger on 2017/08/11 07:39 This truly phydecatholic reality, in real time, always works never frozen unless you don&amp;amp; #39;t
have this application then I &amp;amp; #39;m sorry tizzomr on 2012/10/10 00:06 S gang fx, some of them I &amp;amp; #39; I only see it here, and when you can &amp;#39,t set the focus point, it still gets an easy 5 stars from me. by Brandon fave on 2014/08/29 01:15 Can you please add the option to select a color to change on any
photo/video on the device? from Purplecrocheter to 2013/01/10 19:39 Has way more lenses than camwow and are so cooler than camwow PLUS you can even play games with your face! :) from Roxas theNobody on 2013/05/23 02:12 Although I have a lot of fun doing profile photos with all the shaders and overlays available, I feel like
there could be more. by Dslyn331 on 2014/09/01 17:53 I love this app!!! It is without a doubt one of the best! This brought my family, friends and I great joy and fun! Thanks! by Hana57666 on 2013/02/04 17:03 One of the best filters ever!!! So much to choose from and you can do live or still pictures simply amazing!!! by Darth
Vader522543 on 2013/01/16 22:58 This is a very cool app. It has many different settings. if you like doing cool photos, u should definitely buy them. by Harry12467833 on 2013/11/20 08:39 This is a very good game. I use it like every day and when I use it every friend of mine always laughs I love this app and I would never replace it. by
Slintagz on 2013/08/06 06:11, if you like taking pictures and having fun with it then this is the app for you... Its defiantly worth it .... = D from K-fluff on 2013/07/06 01:22 I like to fool around with photo booths and classic minigames. It has both and outscess the other photo booths. Great job. from AllConsumer96 to 2015/03/25 06:03 I use it
all the time super useful and many effects to choose from :D D I &amp;amp; #39'm surprised it isn't #39;t more popular. Haleyyyyyy! on 2014/11/19 01:31 So many amazing effects!!! I think you should totally get this app! I I I love it so much! I agree with the person above me  Steelerscougars on 2017/04/01 18:23 I use it
every day, helping me be more created with my photos! by stingo36 to 2013/02/02 16:23 Ok. Last. Months I am, but do it on the date of January 3rd. And then. Send me another one. And no shows. When the data know my repicet. Once?? by Snowflakefixk8t on 2016/03/26 06:57 #39.t use other photo apps. This one almost makes them
all. Almost....... from Koolkatgm44 to 2016/06/16 11:19 I like this app a lot but should include where it makes waves/wrinkles instead of more have one just one wave
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